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Introduction  

Thank-you for the invitation and opportunity to participate today.  

Congratulations to IIASA on your 50th anniversary. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zt8onzd72P0&list=PLEZhFf8-cpoRtBmRsHmlONYU-dLIzQhRv&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zt8onzd72P0&list=PLEZhFf8-cpoRtBmRsHmlONYU-dLIzQhRv&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zt8onzd72P0&list=PLEZhFf8-cpoRtBmRsHmlONYU-dLIzQhRv&index=3


Special thanks to Brian Fath for organizing this panel and for being an excellent mentor and 

colleague. 

I wish to propose some action steps for sustainability with the theme of this panel. I offer these 

humbly and seeking your suggestions, and collaboration. 

 

As Brian and others have said, the problem we face is a wicked problem, a meta-crisis, poly-

crisis, or climate emergency. 
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In this panel, we address the question What should we do? 

 

Systems science can help answer this question. 

 

We can study this multi-crisis as a system of problems. 

 



We can seek a system of solutions. 

 

We need to ask what kinds of actions and especially what outcomes do we seek?  

 

The indicators and trends of the Great Acceleration can serve to characterize the successful 

actions and outcomes we need.  

 

Such as the vital signs Ripple et al. (2020) use to warn of climate emergency: 
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For full and true success, we need actions to reverse all these trends and other crisis trends. 

 

To seek change of the whole system, we could ask: 

 



What kinds of actions could achieve change of course in all these trends simultaneously? 

 

Some efforts that improved isolated single crises have led to worsening of trends in other 

indicators.  

As Brian said in his introduction to this panel – many of our problems came from yesterday’s 

solutions. 

 

To seek systemic change and avoid piecemeal solutions that back-fire we can seek actions that 

could help turn the corner on all these indicators simultaneously. 

 

We can follow work of Donella Meadows who wrote that the greatest leverage for change is 

the paradigm of the system, the central beliefs or assumptions out of which all the other 

aspects of the system grow. 
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Meadows’ article from 1999 ranked the top 12 sources of leverage for change in complex 

systems. Both the #1 and #2 sources of highest leverage focus on the paradigm of the system. 
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The hypothesis Brian and I propose in our 2018 book (Fiscus and Fath 2018) is that at the center 

of this system of problems is a paradigm, which is both root cause and source of greatest 

leverage for change and solutions. 

 

Given the stakes of the crisis, this hypothesis is worth testing for high leverage action for 

systemic change. 

 

The mainstream paradigm of conventional science has dominated science since the days of 

Descartes and Newton around the year 1600.  

 

This paradigm is based on central tenets and first principles we can abbreviate as  

 

Reductionism,  



Objectivity-focus,  

Analytical methods, and  

Mechanistic root metaphor  

 

ROAM science 

 

Two key tenets of ROAM science could provide effective actions with high leverage for systemic 

change.  

 

ROAM science is Mechanistic – the root metaphor of ROAM science is the mechanism, and 

ROAM science treats systems of study as mechanisms, including living organisms and living 

systems.  

 

ROAM science has Objectivity-focus – ROAM science values practice in which scientists 

consider themselves outside the system of study to prevent influencing the system of study or 

biasing results or conclusions. 
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We hypothesize that projection of the ROAM science root metaphor of mechanism drives 

technology and culture and causes the crisis.  

 

The evidence supporting this is that the systemic symptoms we see are more like behavior of 

machines and mechanisms than the behavior of ecosystems, the biosphere, and living systems. 

 

We have literally turned the world into the machine we have imagined it to be. 

 

Now the question: what should we as systems scientists do? 

 

Two actions would seek the Meadows Maximum Leverage by working at the paradigm level. 

 

1. First, we can change our science paradigm by changing the root metaphor of the paradigm. 
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Robert Ulanowicz has shown that ecosystems are non-mechanistic in his “process ecology”. 

[See a link to Ulanowicz work in the References section at the end.] 

 

Key facts of Life show that Life is non-mechanistic and environment-improving:  

 

Earth’s oxygen atmosphere,  

The way soils naturally grow in depth and fertility, and  

The creation of fossil energy sources are evidence that living systems improvement the 

environment.  

This is key to how and why living systems are inherently sustainable. 

 

The hypothesis for systemic change proposes that a paradigm founded on living systems as root 

metaphor can likewise achieve sustainability for people. 

 

 

2. For the second action, we can change the systemic organization of science facilities. 

 

This would be a new foundational principle of science different than simple objectivity.  

 

In this science practice scientists also see ourselves as integrated with the system of study. 

 

To change from the ROAM paradigm to the alternative paradigm could be done by 

transforming all infrastructure of science facilities to:  

Use 100% renewable energy,  

Use 100% recycling materials processes, and  

Operate in ways that create net positive impact on environmental quality. 

 



We can re-invent science facilities in the image of a living system instead of the image of a 

mechanistic system. 

 

And re-invent science practice from objectivity-focus to inter-subjectivity focus or internalism. 

 

David Orr did this with the Adam Joseph Lewis Building built in 2000 at Oberlin College.  

 

Note that this paradigm overlaps with and borrows from indigenous worldviews, values, and 

traditional ecological knowledge of indigenous people. 

 

We could do this for many more science facilities to get high leverage for systemic change. 
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We can begin work to transform facilities to sustainable systems in 1, 3, 5, or 10 years – as long 

as it takes and as quickly as possible.  

 



If this hypothesis is correct, the alternative HOLS paradigm could help generate sustainable 

technology and both could support sustainable culture. 
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Closing 

 

In closing I share a quote from Albert Schweitzer: 

 

“For influencing others, example is not the main thing. It is the only thing.” 

 

If we see all the crisis curves reverse direction after we implement systemic change actions at 

the paradigm, level then we would have evidence of a systemic root cause shared by all the 

symptoms. 

 



The power and successes of the ROAM science paradigm have unified science, technology, and 

industrial culture into a single complex system.  

 

The crisis we see appears to be a crisis in industrial culture, but it may be a crisis in science. 

 

To transform systems science first – in both paradigm and facilities – could be actions with high 

leverage AND demonstrate leadership by example.  

 

I look forward to discussions on these and the other systemic change actions shared by 

panelists and participants today. 

Thank you. 
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